INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Prior research using the PPLA Grading System (PPLA) demonstrated the strong relationship between Randall 0 s plaque and pitting. The aim of this study is to compare PPLA scores to stone analysis to determine if endoscopic findings can predict stone type and if any insights to stone pathogenesis can be established.
METHODS: From an IRB-approved single institution prospective database, 56 kidneys had undergone renal papillary endoscopic mapping and PPLA grading from 2015-2016 at time of percutaneous nephrolithotomy. Interobserver and intraobserver reliability have been previously shown to be substantial for PPLA. Demographics and baseline characteristics were collected. Stone analysis was performed by micro CT. Infection and uric acid stones were excluded. All possible pairwise correlations of per papillae per kidney mean scores for the four components of the PPLA were determined. Mean PPLA scores for kidneys whose stones were majority (40-60% or more) apatite (group CaP) were compared to pure calcium oxalate stones and mixed calcium oxalate and apatite stones with less than 40% apatite (group CaOx). Statistical tests performed included Pearson correlation, Fisher 0 s exact, and ANOVA.
RESULTS: There were no differences in baseline characteristics between groups. From PPLA correlation analysis, pitting was positively related to Randall 0 s plaque (r¼0.39, p ¼0.004) while plugging was negatively correlated to Randall 0 s plaque (r¼-0.5, p¼0.0002). Plugging positively correlated with loss of contour (r¼0.5, p¼0.0003). In total, 15 out of 56 (27%) kidneys were majority apatite stones. CaP had higher mean plugging scores compared to CaOx (1.35 vs. 0.78, p¼0.009). CaOx had higher mean plaque scores compared to CaP (0.77 vs. 0.39, p¼0.04). There were no differences in mean kidney pitting or loss of contour scores between groups.
CONCLUSIONS: There appears to be two distinct stone formation pathways that are endoscopically identifiable given the positive and negative correlations of pitting and plugging to Randall 0 s plaque, respectively. Further supporting this are the different stone types associated with plugging (CaP) and Randall 0 s plaque (CaOx). Further studies are needed to determine if the association of plugging to loss of contour has clinical implications on renal function or other clinical parameters. Companion animals (cats and dogs) commonly form bladder stones controlled by diet. Some cats, however, do form COM stones attached to the surface of their kidneys that are morphologically indistinguishable from human stones. In this study, we have isolated and characterized the stone matrix proteins from feline COM and magnesium ammonium phosphate (MAP) stones and compared them with human data.
METHODS: Stone matrix proteins were isolated from both COM and MAP feline stones by dissolution in sequential washes with an EDTA/SDS solution at pH¼8 containing dithiothreitol. The solubilized proteins were concentrated and desalted by ultradiafiltration. Proteomic analysis was performed at the University of Minnesota using nonlabelled, quantitative mass spectrometry methods, and raw data files were further processed at the Medical College of Wisconsin for comparison to proteomic distributions from human COM stones. Data were analyzed using spectral count (SC) methods, including only proteins with 2 or more peptide matches at >85% confidence, after removing hemoglobins, keratins, and redundant proteins.
RESULTS: All samples contained >1,000 SC, but generally larger protein counts were observed in feline MAP stones. More than 400 unique proteins were identified in COM stones from both cats and humans, but a smaller subset was both frequent and abundant; 69 proteins found in 7 of 11 human COM stones accounted for 89% of SC, while 69 proteins found in 4 of 5 feline COD stones accounted for 56% of SC. Most abundant proteins were common between the different stone types, with similar distributions observed in human and feline COM stones, but significantly different distributions were noted in feline MAP stones. Strongly cationic proteins were enriched in all 3 stone types (very prominent in MAP stones), while COM stones from either species also exhibited enrichment of strongly anionic proteins. The major strongly anionic and cationic proteins were identical in human and feline COM stones, and included many nuclear proteins.
CONCLUSIONS: The similarity of major proteins in both feline and human COM stone matrix implies similar underlying mechanisms. The MAP stone data confirms that the proteins contained in stone matrix are specific to crystal type. Polyanion-polycation aggregation remains a plausible mechanism for initiating COM stone formation. Cats may provide the best animal model of human COM stone disease identified to date.
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MP24-03 FECAL TRANSPLANT MODULATES URINARY STONE RISK FACTORS IN AN ANIMAL MODEL
Joshua Stern*, Robert Burk, Daniel Schoenfeld, Kelvin Davies, Bronx, NY; John Asplin, Chicago, IL; Sylvia Suadicani, Bronx, NY INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Recent advances in human Gut Microbiome (GMB) sequencing have led to innovative breakthroughs that describe its relationship to important human health outcomes. Most recently, ongoing clinical research has provided emerging evidence for an association between the GMB and urinary stone disease (USD) thereby leading us to investigate if GMB manipulation could similarly alter urinary stone risk parameters in an animal model.
METHODS: Fresh fecal pellets were collected from Zucker lean rats, homogenized in PBS (100 mg/mL) and filtered through a 70 micrometer strainer. Five C57BL/6NTac germ-free mice were then orally gavaged with 200 microliters of the filtrate immediately after its preparation. Two aged matched germ free mice were controls. 24 hour urine collection, analyzed by Litholink, and GMB analysis was performed for the five recipient mice at baseline and then again at weeks 1,2,3 and 4 post-transplant. At the end of 4 weeks, ileal, cecal and renal tissue was harvested from transplanted mice for western blot analysis to detect Slc26a3 (responsible for regulating intestinal oxalate absorption) and Slc26a6 (responsible for regulating intestinal oxalate secretion) transporters.
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